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REQUEST FOR ACCREDITATION FOR RESEARCH
PURSUANT TO REGULATION 103.3

STATE OF COLORADO SUPREME COURT
OFFICE OF CONTINUING LEGAL AND JUDICIAL EDUCATION
1300 Broadway, Suite 510
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 928-7771

FORM 6
Office Use
Approved for: General Credits
Ethics Credits
Accreditation denied:

REGULATION 103.3 The Office may accredit research activities of registered lawyers or judges, provided the activity: (1) has produced published findings in the
form of articles, chapters, monographs or books, personally authored, in whole or part, by the applicant; (2) contributes to the continuing legal education of the
applicant and other lawyers or judges; and (3) is not done in the ordinary course of the practice of law, the performance of judicial duties, or other regular
employment. In order to be accredited as a research activity, all articles, chapters, monographs and books must be published by someone other than the author,
the author's law firm or employer, and must be subject to peer review.

1.

Name of attorney or judge requesting credit

2.

Attorney Registration Number

3.

Address
City

Date

State

Phone Number
4.

Zip Code

Country

email address

Title of Published Material:

Where it appeared
Publication date
Is work product co-authored?

Name of Publisher
peer reviewed?

If yes, clearly describe which parts are attibutable to applicant; cite pages, sections, or chapter headings:
5.

To what extent does the work product consist of:
repetition or reworking of material for which applicant has received CLE credit in Colorado?
material previously written by applicant for any purpose?
If yes, explain
material prepared in the ordinary course of practicing law, performing judicial duties, or other employment?
completely new and original research by the applicant?

6.

How may hours did applicant personally spend engaged in research and writing this material?

7.

Is applicant claiming ethics credit for this work?

8.

If yes, please explain. Please see C.R.C.P. 250.5(3) for definition of legal ethics.
Attach a copy of the TABLE OF CONTENTS, INTRODUCTION, PREFACE & TITLE PAGE of the work product to this application.

Signature

Date

